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All Rights Reserved
This ebook is the copyright of Stuart Turnbull and no part of it may be copied,
altered or duplicated in any way without the permission of the copyright holder.
I have striven to be as accurate and complete as possible in the completion of
this guide and do not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within
are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the internet.
This is a guide to selling vintage prints online. In practical advice books like
anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are
cautioned to rely upon their own judgement about their individual
circumstances and to act accordingly.
I am not a copyright or trademark expert or lawyer and all of the information
contained within this ebook is based on my research and interpretation of the
appropriate laws concerning such.
This ebook is not intended as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek the services of competent
professionals in these fields.
Due Diligence
The niches that I feature in my training are carefully researched to ensure that
they are profitable and the information provided is accurate at the time of
publication, please be aware that ebay and Etsy prices will go up and down
over time so it is vital that you carry out your own due diligence research
BEFORE investing any of your hard earned cash into items for resale.
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Introduction
Regular readers of my blog and emails will be very familiar with one of my
favourite online income streams which involves selling the illustrations
removed from vintage books.
I have been making great profits with this model since 2004 and I share all of
my tried and tested methods and techniques in my course – Prints Make
Profits (read to the end of this guide for a discount coupon!)
This is a ridiculously simple and fun idea that involves identifying popular book
print niches and artists, buying cheap vintage books, removing and listing the
prints on ebay and/or Etsy (I prefer Etsy) then popping the sold prints into
rigid mailers and shipping them off to your buyers!
Anybody can do this regardless of personal circumstances to earn a very nice
side income and in this short guide I am sharing one of my favorite and most
lucrative book print niches!
Edward Gorey (1925 - 2000) was an American writer and artist noted for his
playfully macabre illustrated books.

From 1953 to 1960, he lived in New York City and worked for the Art Dept of
Doubleday Anchor, illustrating book covers and in some cases adding
illustrations to the text. He illustrated works as diverse as Dracula by Bram
Stoker, The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells, and Old Possum's Book of
Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot.
In later years he produced cover illustrations and interior artwork for many
children's books by John Bellairs, as well as books begun by Bellairs and
continued by Brad Strickland after Bellairs' death.
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His first independent work, “The Unstrung Harp” was published in 1953. He
also published under pen names that were anagrams of his first and last
names, such as Ogdred Weary, Dogear Wryde, Ms. Regera Dowdy, and dozens
more. His books also feature the names Eduard Blutig ("Edward Gory"), a
German language pun & O. Müde (German for O. Weary).
The New York Times credits bookstore owner Andreas Brown and his store,
The Gotham Book Mart, with launching Gorey's career: "it became the central
clearing house for Mr. Gorey, presenting exhibitions of his work in the store's
gallery and eventually turning him into an international celebrity."
Gorey's illustrated (and sometimes wordless) books, with their vaguely
ominous air and ostensibly Victorian and Edwardian settings, have long had a
cult following. Gorey is typically described as an illustrator.
His books can be found in the humor & cartoon sections of major bookstores,
but books like “The Object Lesson” have earned serious critical respect as
works of surrealist art.
Gorey became particularly well-known through his animated introduction to the
PBS series Mystery! in 1980, as well as his designs for the 1977 Broadway
production of Dracula, for which he won a Tony Award for Best Costume
Design. (He was also nominated for Best Scenic Design.)
His experimentations - creating books that were wordless, books that were
literally matchbox sized, pop-up books, books entirely populated by inanimate
objects - complicates matters still further.
As Gorey told Richard Dyer of The Boston Globe, "Ideally, if anything were any
good, it would be indescribable." Gorey classified his own work as literary
nonsense, the genre made most famous by Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear.
In response to being called gothic, he stated, "If you're doing nonsense it has
to be rather awful, because there'd be no point. I'm trying to think if there's
sunny nonsense. Sunny, funny nonsense for children - oh, how boring, boring,
boring. As Schubert said, there is no happy music. And that's true, there really
isn't. And there's probably no happy nonsense, either."
There is a strong demand on online shopping platforms like ebay and Etsy for
Gorey's work – read on to find out how I have made thousands of dollars by
selling the illustrations taken from just one of Edward Gorey's vintage books.
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My favorite Gorey title is "Gorey Posters" published by Harry Abrams in 1979
(first edition) and 1980.

This large folio (16x11.5 inches/41x30 cms) soft cover book consists of
previously published Gorey works enlarged to a common format and presented
as a collection of 29 small posters designed to be cut out and framed which
makes the book perfect for our Prints Make Profits business model!
ISBN 10: 0810921790 / ISBN 13: 9780810921795 (please note that both
ISBN's denote the same publication - 10 digit ISBN's were replaced by 13 digit
ISBN's in 2007 - the old numbers remain valid and you'll see both used to
describe the same book).
I have been selling these prints for the last few years and in that time I have
sold the pages from 5 copies of the book – 26 of the 29 prints are very popular
with Gorey collectors and sell readily producing average total revenue of
$639.98 per copy purchased!
Later on in this guide you'll find a list of each of the prints with the average
prices I have achieved to help you with your own pricing.
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Where To Find The Books
My favorite book sourcing tool is addall.com

When you are searching for the title be sure to do two searches - one for
"Gorey Posters" and one for "Posters" with the keyword "Gorey" - although the
title is "Gorey Posters" I've noticed that some sellers misdescribe it as
"Posters" and these listings don't appear if you search "Gorey Posters". You
should also do a search for the ISBN's alone.
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The cheapest copy listed on addall.com at the time of writing is $99.75

I also recommend searching on ebay.com as copies are often listed at very
good prices.
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Prices Achieved
In this section I am sharing a full list of the 29 prints plus the average prices
achieved.
As with all vintage books you'll find some images are more popular than others
and this information based on my experience of selling multiple copies will
enable you to achieve the best possible prices.
These screenshots are taken from my Etsy shop and you'll note that the figures
quoted are in euros (my domestic currency). You can convert these figures into
dollars (or any other currency) using an online currency converter such as the
one found here; https://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/
This is the most popular image in the book commanding an average price of
181 euros divided by 6 copies sold = 30.16 euros ( = $33.45 at time of
writing)

The next image achieved total revenue of 176 euros divided by 6 copies sold =
29.33 euros ($32.54)
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The average price of the next image is 143 euros divided by 5 = 28.60 euros
($31.73)

The next image made a combined total of 142.93 euros divided by 5 = 28.59
euros ($31.72)
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The above 4 images are the most profitable images in the book and it is
interesting to note that they are all vampire/Dracula/bat themed – this is
valuable information when you are researching other vintage books for their
images.
The next image achieved total revenue of 133 euros divided by 5 copies sold =
26.60 euros ($29.50)
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The next image made total revenue of 123 euros divided by 5 copies sold =
24.60 euros ($27.29)

Next we have an image that made 120 euros divided by 5 copies sold = 24
euros per copy ($26.64)
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The following 3 images each made an average price of 23.60 euros = $26.20
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Next is an image that made 23.25 euros = $25.81

On the following page we have an image worth 23 euros = $25.53
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The next image is worth 22 euros = $24.42

The following image is worth 21.66 euros = $24.04
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Next, we have an image worth 21.60 euros = $23.98

The next 2 images on the following page are worth 20.60 euros each = $22.86
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Next is an image worth 20.50 = $22.75
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The following image is the title page from the book and averaged out at 20
euros = $22.20

Next, is an image worth 19.33 = $21.45
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The next 3 images are each worth 18.00 euros = $19.97
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The image on the following page averages 17.60 euros = $19.53
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The following 2 images achieved an average value of 15 euros each = $16.64
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Finally we have the 3 images that have remained unsold
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The grand total revenue per copy of the book is 576.82 euros which is worth
$639.98 (at time of writing)
The Etsy fees are;
Listing fee – 29x20c = $5.80
Sales fee 5% - $31.99
Etsy Payments fees - $25.69
Total fees - $63.48
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This gives us a net profit figure of $576.50 (I have ignored shipping and
packaging costs in these calculations).
It is possible to source the book “Gorey Posters” for around $100 so this leaves
a very nice profit of $476.50 for every copy of the book bought!!

Etsy Photo Tips!
Being larger than the average book prints - they measure 16x11.5 inches they
do require a little more thought when listing - particularly because they don't
fit onto the average home scanner.
The scanning glass of the average home printer can handle a maximum size of
A4 which is approximately 11.5x8.5 inches.
You can, of course simply include a photo of your print to illustrate your Etsy or
ebay listing but I find that a photo can never match the detail picked up by a
300 DPI scan.
Edward Gorey's work is characterized by very fine detail drawn with pen and
ink and as you know it is the gallery image that does 99% of the selling when
it comes to selling art prints online so it is essential to show off as much of this
detail as possible.
My solution is to include 3 images with each listing - a scan of the top (or left)
half of the poster print, a scan of the bottom (or right) half and a photo of the
whole print (I use my phone for the photo).
Be sure to use the image with the focal point (most interesting part) of the
poster as your gallery image.
My final step is to include a paragraph in my description explaining how and
why I have used my images in this way to avoid buyer confusion – for
example;
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Guide to Packaging & Shipping
As the majority of Etsy buyers are located in the US it is essential that you ship
internationally if you live outside of the US.
I use the cheapest, no frills (no tracking, no signature required) airmail service
available – and find this to be more than satisfactory for my purposes.
My packages usually reach the US within 1 week which keeps my buyers very
happy and I have only had one lost package since I opened my Etsy shop.
Packing Materials
I place all of my prints into self seal cellophane bags measuring 18x12.75
inches (A3) with multiple purchases I put all of the prints into 1 bag.
I buy my bags in lots of 100 on ebay.
I then slip the bag into an A3 sized board backed envelope which I buy in
boxes of 125.
My recommended packaging suppliers are:UK - www.defendapack.com/

US - www.bubblefast.com/

Thank You Note
I include the note on the following page with all of my packages.
I print the thank you note onto good quality 120 gsm paper and hand write the
buyer's name at the top, add an expiry date for my free shipping offer (short
dated offers are more likely to be used) and hand sign it at the bottom.
(You are welcome to use my note as a guide to writing your own but please
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don't copy/paste it.)

Your Listing Tags and Titles
It is important to focus your time and energy on keywords that you know are
being searched by shoppers.
Trying to find the best keywords without using a keyword research tool is
simply using guesswork.
Marmalead is my favorite tool to help find the best keywords for my items
because it uses actual search data taken from Etsy to analyse the performance
of different keywords.
Marmalead is not free but in my experience it is the best tool available and I
recommend you invest in it right away – it is an essential piece of kit that will
pay for itself many times over.
Marmalead uses a traffic light system of red, yellow and green to give a visual
representation of the most effective keywords.
When we search for our keywords “edward gorey” we get the results shown in
the following screenshot.
Moving from left to right we see 'Searches' which is rated green (best), the bar
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meter is calibrated based on actual search volume from real shoppers.
Next we have 'Engagement' which shows the total monthly unique listing visits
that come from this keyword.
The sweet spot for competition levels are gauged on the 'Competition' meter.
Too many competing listings and your products risk getting lost in the mix, too
few and you risk shoppers leaving in favor of another search that returns more
products. In this case we have a green bar meter showing 713 competing
listings.

The graph at the bottom of the screenshot shows 'Engagement Over Time'
(actual listing visits that come from the keyword search) – the green bars are
based on past visits and the white bars are predicted future visits.
Choosing the best keywords for your listing titles, tags and descriptions is the
most important part of getting your items found by Etsy shoppers however,
this isn't the whole story – Etsy search takes additional factors into account
when deciding on which items appear and the order in which they are
displayed, I urge you to read this free guide published by Etsy for more
information; https://www.etsy.com/ie/seller-handbook/article/the-ultimateguide-to-etsy-search/366469415790
(Etsy search is always changing and Etsy has undertaken to regularly update
this guide.)

Concluding Thoughts!
The purpose of this short guide is to hand you a relatively simple method for
making some nice, easy money online.
I know from bitter experience how confusing it can be with all of the
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information out there and how easy it is to succumb to “information overload”
getting bogged down and achieving nothing.
As I said at the start of this guide – anybody can do this.
Prints Make Profits was the first online business idea I had any success with
way back in 2004 – I worked hard at it and developed the idea and it led me in
many new directions which have enabled me to fulfill my ambition to quit my
day job!
Maybe this free guide can be the start of a new income stream for you too!
My very best wishes for peace, happiness and success in 2020!

PS I have created a special coupon code just for you! - use coupon code;
memberexclusive for a nice discount at checkout!
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